mission, there is something to be said for Germany's measured approach to foreign affairs."—Page 1.

Tobruk

David Mitchelhill-Green 2021-07-28 Tobruk was one of the greatest Allied victories – and one of the worst Allied defeats – of the Second World War. The eight-month long 1941 siege – a defiant stand by the so-called ‘Rats of Tobruk’ – captured the world’s attention. Conversely, the fall of Tobruk in June 1942 came as a shock to the Allies in the wake of Japan’s entry into the war and a string of defeats in the Far East. It rocked the foundation of Winston Churchill’s premiership, revived the flagging hopes of the German people and fanned the flames of Arab unrest. It furthered Rommel’s ascendency and marked a turning point in Anglo-American relations and the fight against Nazi Germany. Tobruk: Fiercely Stand, or Fighting Fall presents a new perspective – asking why the remote fortress successfully fought off repeated attacks in 1941, before tragically falling to Rommel’s Axis forces in just 24 hours in mid-1942. It begins with Italy’s invasion of Ottoman-held North Africa in 1911, before introducing key individuals - Rommel, Mussolini and Morshead – to examine how their WWI service shaped later events. From Mussolini’s ill-fated invasion of Egypt in September 1940, the book explores the capture of Tobruk in January 1941 by the Australian 6th Division, the ensuing siege of its sister 9th Division, and the fortress’ disastrous capitulation.

With Rommel in the Desert

David Mitchelhill-Green 2017-04-30 This WWII pictorial history illustrates Nazi Germany’s North African campaign, showing life under Rommel through vivid wartime photographs. Prior to the outbreak of World War II, the German Army had focused exclusively on preparations needed to wage war in continental Europe. The threat of an Italian collapse in North Africa in early 1941, however, prompted Hitler to aid his ally by sending an armored blocking force to Libya. With Rommel in the Desert presents a pictorial narrative of the unfolding conflict from the arrival of the Deutsches Afrikakorps until Rommel’s departure from the battlefield in March 1943. These rare wartime photographs show daily life in the desert war, with its shifting fortunes and unique challenges. Primarily drawn from the perspective of ordinary combatants, this is their personal record of serving with Rommel in the desert.

Libyan Studies

Richard George Goodchild 1976 Twenty papers, some published here for the first time, resulting from Goodchild’s work in Libya between 1946 and 1967. Papers focus on specific Roman, medieval and Islamic sites, finds and inscriptions.

The German Campaign in Russia

George E. Blau 1955 The purpose of this study is to describe German planning and operations in the first part of the campaign against Russia. The narrative covers both Hitler’s initial plans for an invasion of Russia and ends at the time of Germany’s maximum territorial gains during the battle for Stalingrad.
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A Bridgehead to Africa

Suaad Alghafal 2021-03-22 This monograph analyses the role of the province of Tripoli, Libya, in the context of German foreign politics with a focus on the period between 1884 and 1918. Suaad Alghafal examines the German military, political and economic strategy, and sheds light on the international events that provided the setting for the German policy towards Libya, particularly the European ‘Scramble for Africa’.
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Dilemmas of the Desert War

Michael Carver 1986